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Why NUC Server?
NUC is the most cost eﬀective way to start your own server
experience.
NUC is not just one of many products by Intel, but it is also a new form
factor of all-in-one mainboard sized 4” by 4” which also includes a
processor.
NUC is powered by one of multi-core Intel® Core™ Processors. It is
upgradable to 16GB of RAM and has a mSATA or m.2 slot for a SSD as
well as a SATA for a 2.5inch HDD or SSD.
Running a NUC as an oﬀsite backup, web server, ftp server, e-mail
server, and etc. can be very cost eﬀective. When compared with an
ordinary x86 server, NUC is smaller, less expensive, and more energy
eﬃcient. Because NUC is more eﬃcient, hosting companies will be able
to oﬀer their services at reduced price when NUC is used in place of
conventional servers. Generating less heat and using less power is not
only a great way to save money, but it is also environment friendly.
Combined with Intel® vPro™ Technology, service provider’s maintenance cost will be dramatically cut down.

Very small form factor
Maximize usable space compared with standard 1U server

Low electricity consumption
Max 25w /each NUC

Low heat
The least amount of system cooling required

Easy to manage
Remote management with Intel® vPro™ Technology
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About NUC Server
NUCserver is the brand name of solution which make NUC turn to server. It’s design is dedicated to Data Center & sub provider industries.
NUCserver is composed with three main components.

First component is NUCserver Universal Solution.
Most data centers are equipped with well known the 42U 19” rack
mount system. To accommodate pre-existing rack system, a very thin
slide rack shelf was designed. It can enclose 8 NUC units and Power
Supply Unit with remote power management capability. With this
sliding rack shelf, 192 NUC units and necessary network equipments
can ﬁt in a standard 42U 19” rack mount system. It is called
“NUCserver Universal Solution”

Second component is NUCserver Custom Solution
It is a custom rack solution which can also house 192 NUC units as
“NUCserver Universal Solution.” With this custom rack, service
providers can enjoy High space eﬃciency.
In case of a standard 42U 19” server rack, at least 1 to 1.2m space
clearance is needed for pulled rack units during installation and
maintenance access. And each server rack takes 1 to 1.2m in depth
itself. So each row of server rack need at least 2~2.4m space.
In contrast, NUCserver Custom Solution rack only takes 0.6m in depth,
and it only requires 0.6m between each row. Therefore, each row of
custom server rack only takes 1.2m resulting 40 to 50% space saving.

The last component is NUCserver Remote Management Solution.
NUCserver uses Intel® vPro™ Technology for remote management similar
to IPMI.
It works as iKVM function on a commercial server, and it is suﬃcient to
troubleshoot most cases. However, in the real world, there will be rare
occasions when NUC devices become completely unresponsive. To
recover from the situations, a remote power management system using
network based power distribution unit (IP-PDU) is designed. Customers
and tech-support personals can easily turn oﬀ, turn on, or power cycle
from remote locations. The remote power management unit also comes
with own API’s to be integrated with service provider’s website. It will
enable customers to control their own NUC machine’s power state without
interaction with tech-support. Combined with Intel® vPro™ Technology
and IP-PDU, it is called “NUCserver Remote Management Solution”
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Electricity consumption also matters.
Standard x86 1U server consumes 150W in average. However, each
NUC unit consumes maximum 25W only. If ordinary standard 42U 19”
rack houses 40 of 1U servers and necessary network switch.
150w x 40 = 6000w + α

Now we can imagine and try to compare ordinary server rack system
and our NUCserver solutions.
Suppose some ordinary hosting or co-location service provider
operates 100 of 42U 19” rack. It is possible to install maximum 4,000
of 1U servers. This set up will consume 6MW of electricity.

In comparison with NUCserver Universal Solution, it can house 192 of
NUC on same 42U 19” rack.
25w x 192 = 4800w + α

With our NUCserver Universal solution, it is possible to install 19,200
of NUC in the same space, and it will only use up to 4.8MW of
electricity.

Using NUCserver Custom Solution, it will consume exactly same
amount of electricity as NUCserver Universal Solution, but it will only
take up just a half of the space.

With our NUCserver Custom Solution, it is possible to install 32,640 of
NUC in the comparable amount of space, and it will consume 8.16MW
of electricity.

Math is simple.
With NUCserver solution, operation cost per server will be reduced

by 96.5% to the maximum of 99%. Enjoy NUCserver!
www.intel.com/NUC

www.NUCserver.com

www.NUChosting.com

